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WHAT IS THIS?
It's our quarterly publication that keeps you ahead of the curb

WE  LOVE  PARKING  NEWS

We do a lot of content curation on our social media 
accounts, but most of that flies by so quickly you don't 
even see it. 

We also know that you have limited time to process an 
entire month's worth of information. That's where this 
brief guide comes in. 



THIS QUARTER'S 

HIGHLIGHTS
Gender Neutral Parking 

Social Media 

Tactical Parking 

Legal Issues 

Google Maps
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GENDER 

NEUTRAL 

PARKING 
You've probably heard the term 'gender 

neutral' by now - but did you know it 

applies to parking too? See how one dad is 

shaping the new wave of parking signage.
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http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/pei-sobeys-parental-parking-1.4260649


SOCIAL 

MEDIA

Watch Richard give an overview of the current climate (jump 
ahead to 19:25) at Parking Australia's annual conference
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You use it all the time personally, so why not in your parking operation? 
Find some great info and reasons to dive in here: 

Learn Kathleen's 3 social media no-no's and how to fix them

Browse the top 100 parking influencers and follow them on 
Twitter 

https://www.facebook.com/parkingaustralia/videos/928485827302728/
http://www.parkingtoday.com/articledetails.php?id=2069
http://www.getparkplus.com/100-top-parking-influencers-to-follow/


Want to innovate in the parking industry on 

almost zero budget? This is how.

This concept encourages parking professionals to solve challenges creatively, 

using resources they already have. The point is to get out there and try something

- anything! - and learn lessons. 

We presented on this topic at SWPTA in September, but if you missed Chelsea's 

talk, you can 

TACTICAL 

PARKING

read more about the concept here! 
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http://www.getparkplus.com/beyond-tactical-urbanism-transit-introducing-tactical-parking/
http://www.getparkplus.com/beyond-tactical-urbanism-transit-introducing-tactical-parking/


People fighting parking tickets and suing parking companies isn't new. 
Below are the most recent cases so that you can stay 2 steps ahead. 

LEGAL ISSUES
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Chatbot lawyer gets over 160,000 parking tickets overturned 

ParkingEye gets sued and loses case over ticketing someone illegally parked

And on a heartwarming note - this judge has sympathy for a grieving offender

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/jun/28/chatbot-ai-lawyer-donotpay-parking-tickets-london-new-york
https://www.legalcheek.com/2017/08/parking-company-sues-top-qc-loses/
https://www.littlethings.com/judge-tough-year/
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GOOGLE 

MAPS
The internet giant has incorporated parking into their
turn by turn directions. Look for recommended lots in

25 US cities and many more to come.

Make sure your website and Google presence are
regularly updated so your lot gets listed.

http://searchengineland.com/google-maps-android-app-adds-find-parking-feature-show-nearest-parking-garage-281614


THAT'S 

IT!
CONTACT US:

bizdev@getparkplus.com 

1 844 857 7587 

www.getparkplus.com 

@getparkplus 
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